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In the papers [2], [3], [4], [5], [7], [8] and [9] Zelinka, Chajda and Niederle 
have presented the structure of tolerance relations and compatible tolerance 
relations on abstract algebras and lattices. A binary relation T on an algebra 
21 = (A, $F) is a tolerance on 21, if T is a reflexive and symmetric relation on the 
support A of 21. Tis compatible with respect to 21, if Thas the substitution property 
over all operationsfe fF on 21, and in particular, aTb o a A bTav b in eachlattice L, 
a,b e L [3, Thm. 1]. In [1] Beran considered some properties of two kinds of normali-
ty relations on lattices; the purpose of this paper is to consider a weakened form 
of these two relations called normality relation, and to show that some properties 
proved for compatible tolerance relations on abstract algebras are valid already 
for normality relations. The base of the considerations here are the ideas of Chajda 
and Zelinka in [4]. As a general reference we have used the monograph [6] 
by Szasz. 
A binary relation N on a lattice L is called a normality relation on L, if it satisfies 
the following four conditions: 
1 ° aNa for each a e L. 
2° aNb=>a = b,a,beL. 
3° aNb and cNd=> a A cNbA d, a, b, c,deL. 
4° aNb and aNc => aNbv c, a, b, c e L. 
As aTb oaA bTav b for compatible tolerance relations T on lattices, normality 
relations can be considered as a weakened form of compatible tolerance relations 
on L. As in the case of tolerances (cf. Chajda, Niederle and Zelinka [5]), one can 
associate with normality relations on a lattice L a certain covering of L called 
/̂-covering of L. 
Definition 1. Let L be a lattice and 501 = {My, y e T} be a family of convex 
sublattices My of L with a least element 0y, where T is a set of indices. 9K is called 
an rj-covering of L, ifWfl satisfies the following conditions; 
1 ° For each xeL there is in SW an element My such that x = 0y. 
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2° For each two elements My, Mfi e Wfl there is in 9Ji an element Ma such that Oa = 
= OyA 0^ and {XA y\xe My andy e Mfi} £ Ma. 
3° For each two elements MY, Mfie 9W, where 0y = 0^, there is in 9Jt an element Mb 
such that 05 = 0y = 0^ and {xv y\ xe My andy e Mfi} £ Md. 
The lemma below shows a connection between ^-coverings of L and normality 
relations on L. 
Lemma 1. Let Lbe a lattice. Each normality relation N on L generates an ^cover-
ing SOljy ofL, and conversely, each ^covering 9W of L determines a normality rela-
tion Nm on L as follows; aNb <=> there is in 9M an element My such that a = 0y 
and be My. 
Proof. I: Let W, be an ^-covering of L and we shall show that $)t generates 
a normality relation Nm on L : aNmb <=> a = 0y for some y e T and b e My. 
xNmx for each xeL, as there exists an index y e F for each x e L such that 
x = 0y; hence 1° holds for N^. 2°: As aNmb implies a = 0y and b e My for some 
7 6 F, and, on the other hand, 0y is the least element of My, a ^ b. 3°: Let aNmb 
and cNmd. According to 2° in Definition 1, a A cNmbA d; the property 4° follows 
from the point 3° in Definition 1. 
II: Let N be a normality relation on L; we shall show that N determines an 
^-covering WiN on L given by the property: aNb <=> there is in 9Ji an element My 
such that a = 0y and be My. 
The definition of an element My e MN implies that each My contains at least 
one element 0y. Let ae My and 0y ^ x ^ a; we show that x e My, from which 
the convexity of My follows in L. 0yNa and xNx imply that 0y A XNX A a, where 
0y A x = Oy and a A X = x, whence 0yNx, and consequently, x e My. My is 
a sublattice of L, as 0yNa and 0yNb imply 0yNaA b and 0yNav b, whence O A / 3 , 
av be My. 
As xNx for each xeL, there is an index y e F in 9RN such that 0y = x is the least 
element of My for each xeL, and 1 ° of Definition 1 follows. 2°: Let My, Mfi e 9KN. 
As aNb and cNd imply that a A cNb A d, there is in fflN a set Ma such that 0y A 0^ = 
= 0a and {XA y\ xe My and y e Mfi} £ Ma; the validity of 3° in Definition 1 can 
be seen similarly. 
Let {Nff, a e 2"} be a collection of normality relations on L, where I is a set of 
indices, and {Mff,ael} the corresponding collection of ^-coverings of L. If 
Zx £ I is an index set denoting the subset of all elements MYa belonging to one of 
the families Wla and having a fixed least element, say xeL, then obviously the 
family { (\ MYa | MY<r e Wfta, Ix £ 2 and x e L} is an ^/-covering of L and generates 
<re la-
the greatest normality relation with respect to the set inclusion contained in each 
of the relations Na; this relation is denoted by A N9. According to this observation 
aєl 
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and to the corollary of Theorem 17 in [6], we can write the following theorem (cf. 
Theorem 1 of Chajda and Zelinka in [4]). 
Theorem 1. Let L be a lattice. Then the set N(L) of all normality relations on L is 
a complete lattice with the least element I (xly o x = y) and the greatest element U 
(xUy <=> x S y) with respect to the set inclusion. The meet in N(L) is equal to the 
set intersection. 
In order to illuminate the properties of N(L), we should at first find a formal way 
for constructing the join of two normality relations on L. This is done in the follow-
ing and the basic tool is the concept of a polynomial used by Chajda and Zelinka 
in the case of the join of tolerance relations [4, Def. 1]. 
Definition 2. Let L be a lattice and X = {xx, x2,...} a countable set of symbols 
such that LnX = 0 = Xn{A,v}. A polynomial ofL is defined as follows: 
(a) each element of X is a polynomial of L; 
(b) if pi andp2 are polynomials of L, then pi A p2 andpt v p2 are also polynomials 
ofL; 
(c) there are no other polynomials in L except those defined in (a) and (b). 
Elements of X contained in a polynomial ofL are called variables, and if a poly-
nomial contains the variables xi9 ..., xn and no other elements of X, then it is 
denoted by p(xt, ..., xn). If each xt is substituted by an element at e L, i = 1, ..., n, 
at all places in the polynomial p(xi,..., xn), we obtain an element ofL denoted by 
p(ax, ...,an). 
As the definition above shows, each polynomial/? = p(xt,..., xn) of L without 
constants can be decomposed into two different subpolynomials p! = Pi(xt,... ,xk) 
and p2 = p2(xk + i,..., xn) of p such that p = pt A p2 or p = px v p2, if n 2> 2. 
The decomposition of p can be continued as a process until p is decomposed into 
subpolynomials, each of which contains a single variable only. The subpolynomials 
given by each step of the decomposition process constitute a rooted tree, and 
naturally, a polynomial can have several different decomposition trees. We shall 
say that a polynomialp = p(xi9..., xn) without constants is regularly joindecom-
posable with respect to a set A = {at,..., an} £ L, if there exists a decomposition 
tree of p such that each decomposition of p or its every subpolynomial pt = 
= Pi(xn> • • • > xik) ({xn> • • • > xik} ~ {xt,..., x„}) given by the decomposition 
process in this tree satisfies, when decomposing pt with respect to the join operation 
of L, the demand: if pt(xn,..., xik) = pn(xn,..., xid)v pi2(xid+1,..., xik), then 
pn(an,..., aid) = pi2(aid+i,..., aik). Now we are able to prove our construction 
for the join operation in N(L). 
Theorem 2. Let L be a lattice and let Na e N(L) for each a from some subscript 
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set I. Let Rbe a binary relation on L defined as follows: aRb o there exist subscripts 
ai9al9..., am of I9 elements ai9 al9..., am9 bi9 bl9..., bm of L9 where m is a 
positive integer, and a polynomial p(xx,..., xm) of L without constants such that 
QiNapi for i = \9...9m9 a = p(at,..., am), b = p(bx,..., bm) and p(xt 9...9xm) 
is regularly joindecomposable with respect to the set {ax, ..., am}. Then R is a norma-
lity relation on L and R = y Nff. 
Proof. According to the definition of R9 Na c R for each a e I; this can be 
seen by putting m = 1, p(xx) = xi9ax = a and bx = b. The same reason implies 
the reflexivity of R9 too. As a^fii for i = 1,.. . , m, a, = bi9 which implies that 
in each level of the decomposition Pj(aJi9 ...9 aJk) ^ pJ(bJi9 ...9 bJk)9 whence 
p(ai9 ...,am) ^p(bi9 ...,bm)9 too. Hence aRb implies a <£ b. Let aRb and aRc. 
Then there are two polynomials p1(x1,..., xm) and p2(xm+1,..., xr) and the sets 
{ai9...9am}9 {bi9. ..9bm}9 {am+i9. ...ar}9{cm+i9 ...,cr} such t h a t p i ^ , . . . , am) = 
= a=p2(am+i9...9ar)9 b = pi(bi9..., bm) and c = p2(cm+i,..., cr). On the 
other hand, p(xt,..., xr) = pi(xi,..., xm) v p2(xm + x,..., xr) is regularly joinde-
composable with respect to the set {ai9..., am, am+i,..., ar} as px(xi9..., xm) 
and p2(xm + i>..., *r) have this property with respect to the sets {ai9...9 am} and 
{am+i9...9ar}9 respectively, and a = px(ai9..., am) = p2(am+i,..., ar). More-
over, p(bl9..., bm9 cm+i9 ...9cr) = bv c and a ^ d * for each / = l , . . . ,r , where 
</, = bi9 when 1 £ / £ m, and dt = ct when m + 1 <; / <* r. Hence aRbv c. 
The proof is similar for the case: aRb and cRd imply a A cRb/\ d9 and thus R is 
a normality relation on L. 
As Na ^ R for each a e I9 \f N0 ~ R. Let now aRb, a9beL. Then there exist 
ael 
elements at,..., am, bx,..., bm and a polynomial p(xx,..., xm) which is regularly 
joindecomposable with respect to the set {at9 ...,am} such that atNaibi for i = 
= 1, . . . ,m and a = p(at,..., am)9 b = p(bi9..., bm). But then also at( V -V„) ** 
< T 6 l 
holds for each / = 1,... , m9 and as y.NffeN(L) and p(xi,..., xm) is regularly 
ere!" 
joindecomposable with respect to the set {ax, ..., am}, also a = p(ax,..., am) 
( V -VJ p(*i , . . . , *m) = 6 is valid, whence R £ y N„. Consequently, i? = V #*> 
<xel t re l ael 
and the theorem follows. 
Let Nah denote the least normality relation collapsing a and b9 i.e. aNabb. An 
element c of a complete lattice is called compact, if for each subset S e L such 
that c <£ V #» ̂ e re exists a finite subset 5" = S such that c <» V #• A lattice L is 
« 6 S «J6.S' 
called compactly generated, if each element of L is a join of compact elements of L. 
As the join in N(L) is defined so that a( V Na) b reduces to a join of finite number 
<rel 
m 
of normality relations Nff9a(y Nt) b9 the normality relations Nah of L are compact 
*=-i 
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elements in N(L). Moreover, the relation N = V {N* I aNb} holds obviously, 
and so the elements of N(L) are compactly generated. Hence we can write 
Theorem 3. Let L be a lattice. The normality relations Nab on L are compact 
elements of N(L)for each a,beL,a~b, and N(L) is compactly generated. 
In a specified case the normality relations Nflfe on L can be defined explicitely; 
this is done in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let L be a distributive lattice. Then the binary relation R on L, where 
rRt o there is an element keL such that r = fc A a and t = k A b, or r = t (a and b 
are two fixed elements of L and a :g b), is a normality relation on L, and moreover, 
R - Nab. 
Proof. At first we shall show that R is a normality relation on L. According to 
the definition of R, rRt when r = /, whence R is reflexive. Further, as a <J b, 
r = a A k ^ A. A k = t, or r = t, and thus 2° holds for R, too. 
3°: Let rRt and sRq. Thus there are elements h,keL such that r = a A k, 
t' = bA k, s = AA h and q = A A h. By combining these we see that rAS = aA 
A (A A k) and tA <? = AA (AA k), whence rA sRtA q. If r = t or 5 = #, the 
proof is obvious. 
4°: Let rRt and rRq, which imply the existence of two elements h,keL such 
that r = AA k = aA h, t = A A k and q = bA h. Now r = (#A A:)V (AA A) = 
= a A (fcv A) and tv # = (A A k)v (bA A) = A A (kv A), whence rifrv #, too. 
The proof is obvious, if r = f or r = #. 
Accordingly, 1? is a normality relation on L, and ai?A, as a = a A A and A = 
= A A A. Thus Na6 c J*. On the other hand, if rRt, then r = t implies rNt, or 
kNabfc and aNa6A together imply k A a = rNaftf = k A A, whence .R £ Nafc, and 
accordingly, i£ = Naf,. By substituting rRt by sifr in 4° above, one sees that R is 
in fact a compatible tolerance relation on L. 
In the class of distributive lattices all the normality relations can be characterized 
by a join of meets of two types of normality relations; these types are a modification 
of a specified kind of compatible tolerance relations on lattices considered by 
Ghajda in [2] and called constructible tolerances on L. We denote by (k] and [k) 
the principal ideal and filter, respectively, of L generated by the element keL, 
where (k] = {a | a S k, a e L} and [k) = {a \ k S a, a e L}. At first we shall show 
how (k] and [k) generate a normality relation on L; this is done similarly as in [2]. 
Let L be a lattice and c e L. If for each a,b eLc satisfies the identity (a v c) A 
A (bv c) = (a A b)v c, c is called a semidistributive element of L. Further, c is 
called a distributive element of L, it (aA C) V (bA c) = (av A)A c holds for 
each a,beL. 
Lemma 3. In a modular lattice L each principal filter [k), where k is a distributive 
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element ofL9 generates a normality relation N[k) defined as follows: aN[k)b oa = b9 
or a S b and there is an element qeL such that a = qA k andb e {qA j \ je [k)}. 
Proof. The dual formulation of the proof of [2, Thm. 1] given by Chajda, 
shows that {qA j\je[k)} is a convex sublattice of L when L is modular. 
According to the definition, N[k) satisfies the conditions 1° and 2° of the defini-
tion of a normality relation. Let aN[k)b and cN[k)d. Then there exist two elements q 
and w such that a = qA k9 b = qA j \ for some j \ e [k)9 c = wA k and d = 
= w A j2 for some j2 e [k)9 as the set {w A j \ j e \k)} is a convex sublattice of L. 
Then a A C = (qA W)A k and b A d = (qA w) A (jt A j2)9 where j \ A j2 e \k)9 
whence a A bN[k)CA d. The proof is similar, if a = b or c = d. Thus 3° holds for 
4°: let aN[k)b and aN[k)c9 axtd so there are elements q, WGX such that a = 
ss £A fc = WA &, b = qA j \ and c = WA j 2 , where ji9j'2 e \_k). a = (qA k)v 
v (WA k) = (qA W)A k as k is distributive in L. Further, bv c = (qAj\)v 
v (WA j2) <; (qv W)A (]%A j 2 ) . On the other hand, bv c _• (qA k)v (WA &) = 
= (qv W)A &, and as {(qv W)A j \je \k)} is a convex sublattice of L9 bv c = 
= (qv w) A j for somefe [k), whence aN[k)bv c.Ifa = b, thenbv c = av c = c, 
and aN[k)bv c holds. Thus N[ifc) is a normality relation on L. 
The proof of Lemma 4 is a direct copy of that of [2, Thm. 2] given by Chajda, 
and hence we omit it. 
Lemma 4. Let Lbe a modular lattice with a least element 0. For each semidistribu-
tive element keL9 (k] generates a normality relation N(Jt] on L defined as follows: 
aN(klb oa = b9 or a S b and there exists an element qeL such that qv 0 = a 
andbe{qv j\je(k]}. 
This lemma can be formulated in a slightly different form in the case of distributive 
lattices. This is done in the following corollary, the proof of which is similar to that 
of Lemma 4. 
Corollary. Let L be a distributive lattice and OeL. Each ideal J of L generates 
a normality relation Nj on L defined as follows: aNjb <=> a S b and there is an 
element qeL such that qv 0 = a andbe {qv j\je J}. 
Now we can express each Nab by means of the relations N(fc] and N[k) in a di-
stributive lattice L having a least element, as shown in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let L be a distributive lattice having a least element 0. Then Nab = 
= Nia) A N(b} for each two elements a9 b e L9 a ^ b. 
Proof. We show that Nab c N[a) A N(fc] and Na6 2 N[fl) A N(6], from which 
the validity of the assertion follows. 
Let a Sb. Thus A A a = a and b = A A b9 be \a)9 whence aN[a)b. On the other 
hand, as OeiL, a v 0 = a and av b = b9 ae(b~\9 whence aN{b}b. Thus also 
a(Nla}A Nm) b9 from which the relation Nab c N[a) A Nm follows. 
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Let r(N[a)A N(b]) t, and we assume that r < t; the case r = t is obvious. Con-
sequently, rN[fl)t and rN(&]r. The definition of NM implies that there is an element 
qeL such that r = qA a and t = qA j for some 7 e [a); thus r «g a g b. From 
rN(fe]t we can conclude that there is an element w e L such that w v 0 = r = w 
and w v / = r v / = t for some i e (b]. As r, j e (b], also t e (b] and t ^ b. Hence, 
bA t = t = bA (qAj). As j e [a), a = aAf, and moreover, r = aA # = a A (qA 
A j). Thus rNabt, from which N[fl) A N(5] c Nflfc follows. 
According to Theorem 3, the normality relations on a distributive lattice L with 
a least element 0 are joins of meets of the type NCfl) A N(6]. This property gives 
a viewpoint for determining the distributivity and modularity of the lattice N(L). 
In [4] Chajda and Zelinka consider the completing of a tolerance relation on an 
algebra 51 by the transitivity property; they call this construction the transitive 
hull of a tolerance relation on 91 and obtain numerous results on the transitive 
hulls of an algebra. As the normality relation N has not the general substitution 
property over the operation v on L (cf. the property 4°), i.e. N is non-compatible, 
we shall consider the least compatible normality relation containing N on L, 
and this relation is called the compatible hull of N and denoted by HN. By consider-
ing the covering generated by HN on L, one can obtain information about the type 
ofHN. 
Lemma 5, Let HN be the compatible hull of a normality relation N on a lattice L. 
If aNb, then xHNy for any two elements x, y e [a, b], x g y. 
Proof. According to the definition of HN, aHNb, and also xHNx, yHNy. As HN 
is compatible, xv a = xHNb = yv b, and by applying the relation yHNy, we 
obtain the final result: xA y = xHNy = yA b. 
The compatible hull HN of a normality relation N on L has accordingly the 
properties: (i) aHNa for each a GL; (ii) aHNb => a ^ b, a, b e L; (iii) aHNb and 
cHNd => a A cHNb A d and a v cHNb v d, a, b,c,de L. Now we are ready to define 
the covering given by HN in L. 
Definition 3. Let 91 = {My, y e F} be a collection of convex sublattices of a 
lattice L. 91 is called an rjf-covering of L, if SSI satisfies the conditions 
(1) U My = L; 
yer 
(2) for each two elements Ma, Mfi e 91 there are indices d, a e F such that 
{xA y I x e Ma and y e Mfi} £ Md and {xv y | x e Ma and y e Mfi} £ Ma. 
Theorem 5. Let L be a lattice. Each r\-covering 91 of L determines a binary 
relation Hn satisfying the conditions of of a compatible hull on L, and conversely, 
each compatible hull HN generates an n' -covering 9tH of L as follows: xHy o there 
is an index y e F of 91 such that x ^ y and x, ye My. 
The proof is obvious according to the proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 5. 
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Following the terminology used in [2], an .^'-covering 91 can be called a comp-
atible covering of L, and as each subset My e 9t is a convex sublattice of L, each 
^'-covering of L determines a compatible tolerance relation 7^ on L as follows: 
<aTmboa,beMy for some yeT in 91 (see [5]). On the other hand, aTboa/\ 
A i r a v b for each compatible tolerance relation on a lattice L [3, Thm. 1], and 
hence Hn is a restricted form of the corresponding compatible tolerance relation 
Tm on L. The results obtained for compatible hulls are analogous to those obtained 
for transitive hulls in [4], whtnce they are omitted. 
Let us consider the analogy of Theorem 10 in [4]; according to Theorem 7 given 
below, this analogy can give something new. As each congruence relation C on L 
is a compatible tolerance relation on L, the partition C of L determined by C is an 
ff'-covering of L and gives a relation H§ defined similarly as the compatible hull in 
Theorem 5. Now we can formulate Theorem 10 of [4] given by Chajda and Zelinka 
in terms of normality relations: 
Theorem 6. Let L be a lattice, C a congruence relation on L, and F(C) the filter 
of N(L) consisting of all elements of N(L) which are greater or equal to H§. Then 
there exists a joinhomomorphism of F(C) onto N(L\C), where L/C is the factor-
lattice of L given by C. 
Proof. Let Xbe the natural homomorphism of L onto L/C. Similarly as in the 
proof of [4, Thm. 10], one can show that there exists a surjection cp from F(C) s 
S N(L) onto N(LjC): xq>(N) y o there exist elements x', y' eL such that X(x') = 
== x, X(y') = y and x'Ny'. The proof is now a direct copy of the proof given in [4], 
Thus normality relations on lattices have a property analogous to the properties of 
compatible tolerance relations on abstract algebras. The interesting point is, that 
Theorem 10 of [4] can be sharpened in the case of lattices as follows: the mapping <p 
of F(C) s LT(L) onto LT(L\C) is an homomorphism, where LT(L) is the lattice of 
all compatible tolerance relations on L. 
Theorem 7. Let Lbe a lattice, C a congruence relation on L, and F(C) the filter of 
LT(L) consisting of all elements ofLT(L) which are greater or equal to C. Then there 
exists a homomorphism of F(C) onto LT(LjC). 
Proof. According to the proof of Theorem 10 in [4], it remains to show that 
<p(TA T') S (P(T)A <p(T') and <p(T)A <p(T') s <P(TA T'). 
Let a<p(TA T')b, a, be L/C. Then O'(TA T')b' for some af,b'eL, where 
X(a') = a and X(b') = b. Thus a'Tb' and a'Tb', whence X(af) = aq>(T)b = 
m X(b') and X(a') = a<p(T) b = X(b), from which the first part of the proof 
follows. 
Let a(q>(T)A cp(T')) b, and so a<p(T) b, aq>(T') b. According to the definition of 
the mapping <p, a'Tb' and a"T'b" in L for a', V, a", b", where X(a') = X(a") = a 
and X(b') = X(b") « b. On the other hand, as xTyoxA yTxv y in lattices 
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[3, Thm. 1], we can assume without loosing generality that a' g b' and a" S b". 
As T and T are compatible tolerance relations on L, (a' v a") T(b' v a") and 
(a'v a") T'(b"v a'). The homomorphism X from L onto L/C is also an order-
homomorphism, whence q ^ r in L implies X(q) g X(r), and thus X(a') = a S 
g b = X(b'). As X(b'v a") = X(b')v X(a") = ftv a = b, b'v a" (and 6"v a', 
as well) belongs to the congruence class C(b) of C, the figure of which is b in LjC 
under the mapping X. As C(b) is a sublattice of L, (b' v a") A (b' v 0*) -=» b* e C(b). 
The element b* e[a'v a", b' v a"] and b* e [a' v a", b" v a'], whence (a' v a") Tb* 
and (a'v a") T'b*. Consequently, (a'v a") (TA T')b*, where X(a'v a") = a and 
X(b*) = b, whence aq>(TA T')b, and the relation (p(T)A q>(T') s ^ ( J A T") 
follows. 
Some recent observations on normality relations on finite (distributive) lattices 
•are also given in [10]. 
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